HEC Liège, an ambition for YOU

HEC Management School - University of Liège is EFMD awarded. The School has obtained the first EPAS accreditation granted to a PhD Program as well as the EPAS accreditations for its Masters in Management and in Business Engineering. It is EQUIS eligible since 2014.
Be a force of positive change around the world
choose from our Masters of Science fully taught in English

HEC Management School - University of Liège educates creative managers who will be responsible for building the future of businesses and organizations in a cross-cultural environment. The School is firmly anchored and active in its regional economic development.

HEC Liège also leads internationally recognized scientific research. The School values in particular research with socio-economic impact or with a focus on pedagogical innovation.

It emphasizes the following four dimensions:
• collaboration between all HEC stakeholders to achieve original research, education and expertise practices;
• innovative actions favouring students’ personal development through societal initiatives and commitment;
• active proficiency in languages;
• acquisition of decision-making skills based on quantitative and economic reasoning, combined to the understanding of technological challenges.

HEC Liège has forged strong dynamics and a true team-spirit between students, graduates, staff and corporate partners through their mutual commitment in its fundamental values:
• creative entrepreneurial audacity
• excellence
• critical thinking
• a spirit of listening and respect for diversity
• corporate responsibility

Our peaks of excellence reflected into Master opportunities

• Asset & Risk Management
• Changing Workplace & Strategic HRM
• Social Enterprises and Business Ethics
• Supply Chain Management & Business Analytics
• Regional Economic Development
• Tax Institute
• Competition and Innovation
• Marketing

Those Peaks of Excellence match the axes of research in which the School has a strong and recognized expertise.

They are broken down into HEC Liège Master teaching specializations and also linked to corporate partnerships.

Belgium, an ideal location at the heart of Europe

Aside from its gorgeous historic monuments, castles, cobblestone architecture, beautiful art work, great food and festivals, there are so many more draws to our country. Not only does Belgium have three native languages, but the people there are also quite fluent in English.

Belgium is widely known as the heart of Europe and a hub for international networking. It is located in one of the most densely populated areas in the world.

HEC Management School – University of Liège successfully combines the warmth of Liège’s cultural life, the charm of a leafy environment and the necessities for a challenging education open to the world and to the future. Though it is high-level international university, it has managed to preserve the advantages of being located in a city built on a human scale.

Your experience as an international student at HEC Liège will certainly be enriched with a well-rounded and cultured educational experience!

Facts and figures

Total number of Students: 2600
Faculty: 60 professors, 130 researchers or assistants, 100 invited lecturers
Scientific publications per year: 200+
Alumni network: 14000 Alumni (incl. 30% working out of Belgium)

HEC Liège Corporate Partners, a Commitment of Trust

HEC Liège and business companies have collaborated for many years. Our relationships result in various types of active partnerships, collaborations and a strong involvement of our corporate partners at different levels:
• the School’s governance and its development strategy
• contribution to knowledge and expertise
• participation in courses (conferences, testimonials, case studies, etc), to the development of research axes (Chairs, research centers)
• close contacts with students: internships, «job days», recruitment, mobility grants
• association with our branding at HEC Liège’s high-profile activities.

How International is HEC Liège

*Academic year 2015 | 2016 - regularly enrolled and exchange students figures

33% of Master student population comes from abroad
> 362 international Master students
= 70 nationalities

How to apply?
Can’t wait to learn more about HEC Liège?

www.hec.ulg.ac.be | Send us an e-mail: joinhec@ulg.ac.be

A few words from the Director General and Dean

"HEC Management School - University of Liège is proud of its international character and wide-ranging activities. We welcome students from around the globe, our courses are global in outlook, we have a wide range of excellent partnerships, and we have a fantastic take-up of foreign study opportunities. A key strength that makes these activities possible is HEC Liège’s in-house modern language provision, which meets an essential need in preparing our students for the wider world.

It is that spirit of internationalization that has drawn me to Liège. Of course I was keen to join an excellent school such as this one, with a long tradition and an affiliation to a renowned university. I hope that, in exchange, my experiences from the UK will enable me to add a new flavour to our melting pot of talent within the School."

Prof. Adrian Hopgood (UK)

"I chose HEC for my Master because of the image of the university and the many good opinions from my friends which are studying here now or have studied here before."

Kristiana Yancheva (Bulgaria), Master in Marketing student.

"We prepared for all the subjects, had fun together and shared each other’s culture. It was an amazing experience in my life. Moreover, studying in Liege offers chances to discover many countries in Europe. I have visited Paris, Rome and Milan after the exams, I am ready for the second semester."

Tran Hoang Ha (Vietnam), Master in Business Engineering student.

"At HEC I have learned a totally different teaching method. The teachers’ CVs are impeccable, the study here is exigent and the pressure is high level, but who said that the best things are easy? I am satisfied with my experience here, absolutely nothing to reject."

Diana Aguilar (Colombia), Master in Management student.